Dr. Rohn Truell Completes College Lecture Series

Dr. Rohn Truell, who is director of the Metals Research Laboratory at A&T College, received his B.S. in Physics from Rhode Island, completes his second year as a visiting lecturer at A&T College today.

He has visited under the auspices of the American Association of Physics Teachers and the American Institute of Physics, as part of a broad, nationwide program to stimulate interest in physics. The program is now in its fifth year and is supported by the National Science Foundation.

The American Association of Physics Teachers is one of the five national member societies of the American Institute of Physics. Other member societies are American Physical Society, Optical Society of America, Astronomical Society of America, and the American Institute of Physics.

Professor Truell has given lectures, has held informal meetings with students, and has met with A&T College faculty members with curriculum and research problems. Dr. Rohn A. Edwards, chairman of the Department of Education and presently in charge of arrangements for his visit, said:

"Dr. Truell, a professor of Applied Science at Brown University, is director of the University's Metals Research Laboratory. He is the logical choice for the division of applied mathematics. Our emphasis is to have the physical Sciences Council at Brown.

"A specialist is not state physics, he is one who has had particular emphasis on high frequency ultrasonic methods, he has been a member of the Brown faculty since 1946. His work in his field has been supported from governmental agencies and from foundations."

Dr. Truell spent the 1958-59 academic year as a Guggenheim Fel­low at the University of California at San Francisco.

The three-day meet will feature scientific lectures and demonstra­tions. The highest rating by schools found the "A" Honor Roll with grade averages ranging from 3.60 to 3.85.

The rating by schools found the School of Engineering leading the list with 36 students on the "A" Honor Roll. The School of Agriculture and Home Economics was second with 14 and two respectively.

The Technological Institute had two students listed on the "A" Honor Roll.

The following is the complete list of students on the "A" Honor Roll:

Glenn Gore, Reginald Miltscher, Cary Bell, Nick Arlow, Jackon Ban­nant, Annie Jacoby, and Maus, who is the highest rated student on the full quarter honor roll with perfect 4.00 average. Twenty-four other students on the "A" Honor Roll with grade averages ranging from 3.60 to 3.85, is listed below.

Fifty top ranking A&T College students, all regulars on the college honor roll, were guests of honor at the annual Honors' Day Tea given by the A&T chapter of the Alpha Kappa Mu Honor Society.

Dr. Wurman T. Gibbs, left president-emeritus of the college, and George Godfrey, president of Wisconsin University, were among the guests.

Mr. N. E. Fisk, A&T's Dean of Students, and Mr. W. I. Morris, A&T's Placement Director, were among the guests.

Mr. W. I. Morris, president of A&T College, said:

"The cream of college news"...
In Durham

theme were applied to each individual division. These included the Carolina Playmakers, Duke Players, and The Skin of Our Land.

Throughout the convention, each day was climaxed by the reading of a play by a local drama group. These included the Carolina Playmakers, Duke Players, and The Skin of Our Land.

During the convention, each day was climaxed by the reading of a play by a local drama group. These included the Carolina Playmakers, Duke Players, and The Skin of Our Land.

Dr. Samuel D. Prester, president of A&T College and his family are now comfortably situated in Lagos, Nigeria, according to a recent letter to the faculty. Excerpts from this letter are as follows:

"Mrs. Prester, the boys and I landed here in Lagos after a fast and pleasant flight from New York. We had two days in London to see places of historical interest.

"We are comfortably abraded, the climate is agreeable and the outlook for Peace Corps operations is bright. There are 10 Peace Corps secondary school teachers here now, and my task is to multitask.

"Our volunteers are well-trained and dedicated. They come from colleges and universities all over the States. We have one from Shaw and one from Knoxville. As we expanded, I hope that I will see some from "Agriband" in this country. "You cannot imagine how happy we were to meet Vernon and Edna Johnson, and Mr. Davis (Poultry Expert) on his way through to Greensboro. Ed Johnson's office is across the hall (CONTINUED ON PAGE 6)."

The register of the Thirteenth Annual Convention of the Southeastern Theatre Conference in Durham convened March 14-17 were held in the Jack Tar Hotel.

The theme for the convention was "Creating Theatre." The theme was developed through the discussion by experts of three general topics. These included, "The Director," "The Designer," and "The Audience.

Representatives at the conference were divided into three sections: (1) college and university, (2) children's theatre, (3) professional groups. The aspects of the theme were applied to each individual division.

Theatre Confab

When the North Carolina High School Athletic Conference held its annual meeting at A&T College, L. C. Dowdy, acting president of College, hosted a buffet for the visiting school principals and coaches. He is flanked by conference officers, F. R. Robinson, left, Wilmington, N. C., president, and Dr. W. Y. Armstrong, Rocky Mount, N. C., commissioner.
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The A&T College Raiders, the scratch drill team which recently cleared Air Force ROTC Detachment at the College, has been invited to compete in the National Cherry Blossom Festival Drill Competition which will take place in Washington, D.C.

The A&T team, coached by Inspector John T. Wilson, is bright. There are 10 Peace Corps secondary school teachers here now, and my task is to multitask.
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Forty-Four Students Complete Requirements For Graduation

Forty-four students were listed by the Office of Admissions as having completed requirements for a bachelor of science degree at the end of the winter quarter. These students also completed requirements for trade certificates.

Of the forty-four graduates, ten were from the School of Agriculture, sixteen from the School of Education and General Studies, and eighteen from the School of Engineering.

From the School of Agriculture were Dorene Bryant, Wilmington, agricultural economics; Patricia Patton, Durham, home economics education; and Nelson Sawyer, Chapel Hill, physical education.

From the School of Education and General Studies were Roger Bennett, Charlotte, applied sociology; and Lillian Parran, Fayetteville, physical education.

From the School of Engineering were Edward James, Charlotte, industrial arts education; Charles Suggs, Raleigh, chemical engineering; and George A. L. Boyd, Cocoa, mechanical engineering.

Those students honored during the Honors' Day observance.
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Spring......

Now that flowers of spring have begun to blossom and other signs of green vegetation have begun to appear, the Aggie family is well aware that spring is already here.

With spring, comes just another season, but a season of ambivalence; for spring is a time of sadness and a time of joy. It is a time of birth and of death.

The things that are personified in the following events — dances, annual parties and other affairs — those things most affected by spring are the seniors. The spring of life, may be one of the most important decisions in their lives.

Spring brings to the seniors the day that they may leave the confines of campus and move out into the outside world. Some of the most important questions facing the seniors may be — "Now that I am finishing my undergraduate days, what must I do next?" "What must I do to cope with my shortcomings?" "Where do I go from here?" We can admit that we have been looking at the world through the eyes of the student, and now, the student is looking at the world through the eyes of the senior.

As we sail off on our rounds of parties and other affairs, may we remember that another spring is coming and that we will face some of the same problems possibly as are this year's seniors.

Let us prepare now so that when the spring of our graduations comes, we may have the same problems, sorrow for our departure, and joy for our future.

The Door Marked "Colored"

Walking past a local theatre the other night, I saw several of my fellow classmates coming out of a small door marked "COLORED." This incident caused me to wonder what was the purpose of the picketers last winter and spring. Why was it necessary to brave the snows of winter and the rains and winds of spring in the name of integration, if integration is not what we want?

It seems that we are happy being second class citizens. This is shown by the attitude of the students. Although one movie fare may not make much difference to the Aggie, the students, the leaders of tomorrow, will be expected to provide leadership. The group which has the latest thoughts, desires, and hopes, and not with the problems of their people.

Having received a formal education, we (the leaders of tomorrow) will be expected to give us what we want. We want an equal status in all things.

Haven't we had enough of going into back doors and being given a separate treatment? Isn't it about time that we stopped giving up and started working for what we want?

Although one movie fare may not make much difference to an individual, a great number will it is with numbers that we can achieve our goals.

It has been proven that we no longer have to go into the hospitals and be given a separate treatment. We can pay for our own hospital bills.

Some students already have insurance. This insurance does not cover the expenses that pertain to the sport in which they participate.

The athletes are protected only during seasons; their insurance covers the expenses that pertain to the sport in which they participate.

Other students who have insurance could use the student insurance. In case of accident or sickness, they would receive benefits from this policy. In addition to these benefits they would receive benefits from their own insurance.

This insurance protects the student from unexpected years of age, or off campus. The price is twelve dollars per year, or it is one dollar per month. It offers benefits for college, high school, less than one month, or other brothers or members of the body, medical, hospital expenses, surgery, laboratory charges, and other special fees.

Students who have to stay in the infirmaries for more than five days have to pay a dollar per day for each day after the first.

Some of the policies that are used against making the insurance compulsory are the expense of the premiums and the tax on the accidents, and the privilege to access freedom of thought, freedom of speech, and freedom of religion.

To those who say, "What is the point of it all?" I say the students should be insured.

The policy gives many advantages to the small amount of money. The insurance should be made compulsory so all the students could be able to enjoy the benefits.
LEWIE'S DELIGHT: Since Spring has sprung, I have noticed a change in the daily attire of the students. . . . For instance, the other day I saw a young man with some striped pants above his knees, a short-sleeved shirt, and a pair of sneakers. . . . The thing that got me was the fact that the young man didn't have any socks on! . . . The same day I saw fertilizer over the favorite cutting spots. . . . Now, when students start to cut across the grass, they stop momentarily and decide that they had rather go around the long and correct way.

BROKEN LAWS: Now I wonder where I could have been when they passed this law? I mean the one requiring students who eat in Murphy Hall to stand outside in line on cool days. . . . I wonder who was hot and who was cold. . . . By the way, the temperature that day was in the low 70's!

LAUREL AND LINDSEY STREETS: The maintenance department has recently put signs all over the campus that read "Keep Off the Grass." . . . Evidently, these signs weren't enough, so I noticed that they have spread huge hauls of fertilizer over the favorite cutting spots. . . . Now, when students start to cut across the grass, they stop momentarily and decide that they had rather go around the long and correct way.

NEW THINGS ON CAMPUS: They are serving a new dish in the dining halls these days. . . . It's chili on toast, served with jello. . . . How's that for an evening's meal?
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ONE DAY SERVICE
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Dr. Truell

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Dr. Truell, a native of Washington, D.C., is a graduate of Fisk University, Lehigh University. He received the doctorate philosophy degree from Cornell University in 1934. While at Cornell, he served as a teaching assistant to the physics department. For three years immediately after his graduation from Lehigh he worked as an electronics engineer for the R. C. A. Manufacturing Company, Harrison, New Jersey. Later in the same year, he moved to St. Louis and worked as a research physicist, first at the R. C. E. Laboratories in Princeton, New Jersey, and later for the Schlumberger Oil Field Services Company and Cornell University.

Dr. Truell is a fellow of the American Physical Society and a member of the National Research Council, the Institute of Electrical Engineers, the American Mathematical Society, and the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

More than 40 of his papers have been published in professional journals.

Honor Roll
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Jameson, R. W. L., junior, Home Economics; Patricia A. Fulton, 3.73, Home Economics; Hensley H. Helms, 3.72, Business.; Betty E. Taylor, 3.50, Mount Allison; Martha J. Love, 3.73, Rural Education; Lizzie M. Husbandry; Myrtle W. Raiford, 3.50,.’ Timberlake, senior, Applied Sociology; Martha J. Linton, 3.72, Mathematical Sciences; Carathene Crump, 3.63, Biology; and Melvin Degree, 3.64, senior, Music; James Robertson, 3.50, commercial; Chandler C. Moseley, 3.64, Wilmington, senior, Biology; and Melville Degree, 3.64, Wilmington, senior, Biology; and Melville Degree.

Sirs: The Crumb Market

VARIETY OF FRUITS, GROCERIES, FRESH MEATS
also — A GREAT LINE OF COSMETICS

OPEN 1 DAYS A WEEK

1418 EAST MARKET STREET

College Dairy Bar

1418 EAST MARKET STREET
SERVING BREAKFAST AND A VARIETY OF HOT SANDWICHES
also FRENCH FRIES

How would you forecast your next few years?

Today, the young man planning his life realizes as never before that in today's world his own future is tied inevitably to America's future. How can he serve best?

Many college graduates, both men and women, are finding a rewarding answer on the Aerospace Team — as officers in the U. S. Air Force. Here is a career that is compelling in its challenges and opportunities. And it is a way of life that holds the unsurpassed satisfactions that come with service to country.

As a college student, how can you become an Air Force Officer?

If you have not completed Air Force ROTC, Office Career Information and Placement Program in your college. Or write: Office Career Information, Dept. SC23, Box 805, New York 1, N. Y.

Mr. Bosshart, president, the Institute selects applicants for enrollment on the basis of their academic achievement, intellectual and emotional maturity, and recommendations by faculty members of the American college or university.

The Institute is a non-profit educational organization which has been conducting overseas study programs since 1950. Additional information can be obtained from the Institute of European Studies, 16 East 31st Street, Chicago 1, Illinois.

Sidious Curb Market

Sadies Curb Market
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U. S. Air Force

FOR AMERICA'S FUTURE AND YOUR OWN JOIN THE AEROSPACE TEAM.
Organizational News

High School Tournament Is Held At A&T College

Scrappy teams from Asheville, Durham, Elm City, and Durham won state championships in the 4-A, 3-A, 5-A, and 1-A divisions, respectively, at the North Carolina High School Athletic Association Basketball Tournament conducted here March 14-17.

Asheville's Stephens-Lee High displayed a dazzling offense to dispose of Atkins High, Winston-Salem, 66-40, in the 4-A title match, winning easily after going ahead by 16 points in the opening quarter.

In the 3-A championship battle, Jordan Senior High of Burlington defeated Merrick-Moore of Durham, 53-47, a team from Elm City, which had not lost a game during the season, whipped York Road High of Charlotte, 63-37, to cop the 3-A flag. West Radio High School defeated West Southern Pines High, 66-50, in overtime for the title in the 1-A division.

Other tourney results included: 5-A Class — West Charlotte defeated Atkins, 86-37; 4-A Class — Merrick-Moore (Durham) defeated Plyoos, 43-31; Jordan Sallars defeated Anne Chatto (Fayetteville), 64-42; 3-A Class — York Road defeated Kingsville (Anderson), 54-53; Elm City defeated Sampson High (Clinton), West; Goldsboro defeated Red Springs, 90-46; Hickory defeated Aftizmir, 69-37; York Road defeated Goldsboro, 72-51; Elm City defeated Hickory, 74-64.

Class 5-A — Rolling Springs defeated Marion, 59-27; West Lincoln defeated Currant Union, 75-44; Little River (Alabama) defeated Moreville, 70-55; West Badin defeated Rolling Springs, 52-52; West Southern Pines defeated Little River, 81-41.

Check your opinions against L&M's Campus Opinion Poll '16

1. How would you spend a $5,000 inheritance?
   - More education
   - European tour
   - Stocks
   - Sports car

2. Should the faculty have the power to censor campus newspapers?
   - Yes
   - No

3. What's your favorite time for smoking?
   - During bull sessions
   - While studying
   - During a date
   - Anytime there's stress & strain

Expect more, get more, from L&M

There's actually more rich-harbor leaf in L&M than in even some unrefined cigarettes. L&M... the cigarette that gives you more body in the blend, more flavor in the smoking, more smoke through the filter. So get Lots More from L&M... the cigarette that makes smoking fun through the pure-white, modern filter.

L&M's the filter cigarette for people who really like to smoke.
HUNGRY FOR FLAVOR? TAREYTON'S GOT IT!

Flavor you never thought you'd get from any filter cigarette!
If you're hungry for flavor, Tareyton's got plenty—and it's plenty good! Quality tobaccos at their peak go through Tareyton's Dual Filters to bring out the utmost in flavor. With the Dual Filter, you get twice the flavor! You get it from the very first puff—right to the end. Try Tareyton's Dual Filters! It's the flavor you've been waiting for!